


Dr. Mike Brown, a member of Kidspace’s Board of Directors since 2008 and Richard and
Barbara Rosenberg Professor of Planetary Astronomy at the California Institute of
Technology, has been an integral part in making Physics Forest a reality.

“Mike Brown’s love of science and education is infectious. He has an incredible gift for
translating difficult and elusive concepts into ideas that are accessible to a much wider
audience. This spirit of educational innovation has been infused into the DNA of Physics
Forest and we are truly excited to present this space to our guests and impart a love of sci-
ence to the next generation,” said Michael Shanklin, Kidspace’s chief executive officer.

All of the exhibits illustrate different principles of physics and provide unique and inter-
active ways for Museum guests to engage with physics concepts, whether it’s a demon-
stration of mass and acceleration found in the “Tennis Ball Launcher”, the reflection of
light used in the “Sun Spotters”, or the power of mechanical advantage displayed in the
“Giant Levers.”

“The visitor on every exhibit has some aspect of the physical phenomenon that they’re
able to control,” said Shaw. “One of the coolest exhibits they have is a rocket that fills up
with some water, you can adjust the amount of water you can put into the rocket, which is
actually a modified one-liter soda bottle, and once you’ve decided how much water you
want you push another button and it pressurizes it with air and it shoots about 30 feet up
in the air.”

“And then we have another,” he continues “that’s the ‘Ball Range’ that shoots a squash
ball out of a little cannon through targets and that’s so that the kids have a chance to look
at trajectories.  Dr. Brown looked at all the different aspects of physics and he wanted to
make sure we have as much as possible and as much as would work outside.”

Shaw and Greg H. Belew, executive director and architectural liaison of Hands On! Inc.,
have worked on exhibits shown in the US, Brazil, Chile, Egypt, and Ireland. In all of their
experience, they haven’t seen an exhibit quite like Physics Forest.

“It is such a unique outdoor, interactive area, as far as children’s museums go, they’re on
the leading edge of having outdoor, interactive areas,” said Belew. “It’s been in science
centers for a number of years with different levels of success, but this one has integrated
the site so well, there will be nice places for the parents to sit, you could have lunch out
there, a place to spend the whole day.

“You have experiences that are more contemplative, and then you have those that are
more high-energy, like the ‘Ball Range’ Charlie was talking about,” Belew explains.



“You’ve got these sort of gross motor skill activities and then you’ve got those like ‘Roller
Coaster Ball Fall … where you have dwell times of an hour, and it’s from the littlest kids
just playing with the ball going down a little chute to the dads getting in there and build-
ing very elaborate roller coasters with their kids. So you pay attention to the pacing of
how people use the space and … the high-energy ones, what we call large-scale iconic
destinations, tend to be more at the ends of vistas … and you do infill with the lower-
energy type of exhibits.”

Initial funding for the Physics Forest was provided by a grant from the California Cultural
and Historical Endowment, which was supplemented by major gifts from the Annenberg
Foundation, GGE Foundation, Ayrshire Foundation, and other generous contributors.

After exhibit installation is complete, construction crews will spend the following 10
weeks adding final touches to the space to ensure that Physics Forest is ready to be un-
veiled to the public at its official Grand Opening, Thursday, July 12, 2012.

A live webcam of the exhibit installation is available online at www.kidspacemuseum.org.

http://www.kidspacemuseum.org/



